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Dear Students, 
You are hereby officially invited to the Model Arctic Council simulation at Ilisimatusarfik, 

University of Greenland, Saturday the 16thof September 2017. We are inviting students 
because you are the future leaders of the Arctic and we think your voices are crucial in the 
development of the arctic region. During the conference you will gain leadership and 
negotiation skills in engaging yourself with diplomacy and power politics whilst learning more 
about present issues in the Arctic.   

The main theme of the conference will be “Sustainable Economic Development in the Arctic”. 
During the conference you will be debating how to ensure a sustainable economic 
development across the arctic region. Sustainable economic development relates closely to 
economic growth and human rights, including education and indigenous peoples rights. Your 
task as representative of a delegation is to advance your position on the topic and try to 
come to agreement with the other delegations in order to create a consensus-based 
declaration. 

The event will be in English following the standard and style of the Uarctic Model Arctic 
Council concept. Furthermore the dress code required is formal. 

Please register yourself here following the link to the registration page before Wednesday 

the 11thof September https://goo.gl/forms/uttheYI3TedT4pwE3 

Attached you will find the program and a more detailed description of Model Arctic Council. 

We look forward to seeing you for a great day. 

Best Wishes 
The Model Arctic Council Greenland Committee 
Aaja Chemnitz Larsen, Inuit Ataqatigiit Folketingimi and Ilisimatusarfik, University of 
Greenland 
 

Official Invitation

foto:alaskapublic.org

https://goo.gl/forms/Z3zDvDBVNUltSCif2


Programme
Model Arctic Council Greenland

9-10: Official welcome, short speeches and breakfast 

10-11: Delegation preparation session 

11-12: Alliances and cooperation between delegations 

12-12.30: Lunch 

12.30-14: First part of ministerial meeting 

14-14.15: Short coffee break

14.15-15.45: Second part of ministerial meeting

15.45-16:00: Signature of declaration 

16:00: Reception and announcement of best delegates  



Model Arctic Council - a brief introduction

The Model Arctic Council is an experiential learning exercise where students represent and 
simulate the work of Member States, Permanent Participants, and Observers of the Arctic 
Council (AC). You will together with one or two other students represent a delegation which 
can be either a Member State, a Permanent Participant or an Observer (NGO or state). In 
the registration form you can write what delegation you would like to represent and 
furthermore who you would like to represent it with, if you have any preferences. If you do 
not have any preferences, then please write “no preferences” in both spaces. 

Delegation preparation session 
Before the conference you will be given further information about the procedures. 
Furthermore you will receive a “position paper” for the delegation that you will be 
representing. This position paper will include your “position” in the debate. On the day of the 
conference you will familiarize yourself along with your delegation peers with your position 
paper and get some time to research further about the position of the delegation that you 
represent. Do feel free to research a little on your own before the day of the conference as 
well. 

Alliances and cooperation between delegations 
Following you will get time to create alliances with other member states and permanent 
participants. Here you will also be listening to the views of observers in creating your 
contribution to the ministerial meeting. In smaller groups you will be negotiating informally 
before the official ministerial meeting. 



Official ministerial meeting 
In the official ministerial meeting you must represent your position and try to advance that 
position by creating alliances and persuading the rest of the Arctic Council in a formal 
manner. You must only speak when allowed to do so by the Chair. The task of the 
ministers and permanent participants in the official ministerial meeting is to create a 
declaration. All members of the Arctic Council must agree to make the declaration official. 

Member states 
If you are representing a member state you are able to vote in the ministerial meeting. 
The Kingdom of Denmark has 3 ministers at the table; representing Greenland, Faroe 
Islands and Denmark respectively. These three ministers must come to agreement 
internally before speaking externally to the council. 

Permanent Participants 
Permanent participants will participate in the ministerial meeting. However, they do not 
have voting rights. As a permanent participant you must try to advance your opinion and 
persuade the ministers in order to get influence.

Observers 
Observers are not participating at the ministerial meetings. However, they are able to 
advance their position by persuading the ministers before the meeting and by asking to 
speak at the ministerial meeting. Observers can be both states (such as China) and 
NGO’s (such as National Geographic). 

Prizes 
Prizes will be given to the best speakers and best debaters. If you have aspirations to win 
such a prize it is recommended to undertake a little background research before the 
conference.

foto: rcinet.ca



We are excited to see you all the 

16th of September. 

 
Read more about the Model Arctic Council here: 

http://www.uarctic.org/organization/thematic-networks/model-arctic-council/ 
. 
 

Contact amalie.ambrosius.hoegfeldt@ft.dk for any inquiries 

Register here to 
participate in the 

conference: 
https://goo.gl/forms/Z3z 

DvDBVNUltSCif2 

foto: arcticcouncil.org

#GrønlandiVerden #KalaallitNunaatNunarsuarmi

#YouthDiplomacyinAction #YouthLeadership

https://goo.gl/forms/Z3zDvDBVNUltSCif2

